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Logo flip-book
This is my first tutorial, a simple simulation of a flip-book, that helps a
logo's appearing. Be indulgent with my poor english!
•01•
Create a new Comp (tv size and a few seconds long) and drag your logo in it.
It mustn't be too big, it's just a sort of signature on your screen. Call this
Comp “logoSource“.
Drag “logoSource“ in a new Comp that you call “Animation“.
In the project window, duplicate “logoSource“ and call the copy “ logoBend“.
Drag “logoBend“ in “Animation“ and place it below.
•02•
Open “logoBend“ and add a solid with the effect “ Venitian store“. Percentage
must be 50%, direction on 90° and thickness 3.
“LogoSource“ track mask should be on alpha.
Add a mask with a keyframe at the beginning and another one at 1:18. This
will be the lengh of the Comp.

The mask cuts the logo exactely on the edges at the first key, and rises just at
the top at the second one.

•03•
In “Animation“ Comp, go to 1:13 and add a mask at the layer “logoBend“. The
mask again cuts the logo exactely at the edges. Add a key for the mask's
shape.
Go to 0:0 and reduce (collapse?) the mask until the bottom edge of the logo.
Do a ramPreview to see something like that.

•04•
Add the “Mesh warp“ effect, choose 2 lines and 2 columns and move the
superior left point very high over the Comp, arranging the handles to get a
nice curve. Move the left middle point too, like the following picture.
Go to 0:0, add a keyframe at Mesh distorsion.
Go forward to 1:06, add a
keyframe and move the sup
left point a little more
further to increase the
curve of the logo.
•05•
Add a mask on the layer
“LogoSource“ and a key for
the shape at 1:15. The
mask cuts the logo's layer
as accurately.
At 0:0 collapse the mask at
the bottom of the logo.
•06•
De-select this layer and
with the pen tool, draw a
line as long as the logo,
adding a third point at the
middle. Lift a little the left
point.
Adjust the stroke to be
equal to the venetian store
lines (by me it's 2)
Move this ligne at the
bottom of the logo, add a
key for position and shape.
At 0:20, deform the shape
curving the line higher,

midway from bottom and top of what is visible in LogoBend.
At 1:15, change again the line.
Move position on top of the logo.
Trim the layer at 1:18.
•07•
Activate an opacity keyframe at the beginning at 100%, interpolate on Hold.
Go ahead for 1 frame, put opacity at 0. Go ahead for 1 frame, and opacity
back at 100.
Enter an expression LoopOut() to loop opacity settings.
•08•
Duplicate this form layer and inverse the opacity keyframes values. You can
also modify the curve a little.

Do a RamPreview and see the result.
It should look like on my blog.

The tutorial is now over. Of course it's a base, you can easely do your change
and arrange what's arrangeable, you just need to be curious and meticulous.
Add a good sound for the flipping.
Good after and, again, please be cool with my english.
Sandeman
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